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ABSTRACT
Using non-volatile memory as main memory (NVMM) can largely improve the performance of applications, but adds to the challenge of programming – it turns out to be very error-prone to write real-world NVMM programs, especially with object-oriented programming. This paper presents a field study of erroneous NVMM programs written by programmers who are trained to use a general NVMM programming interface. We performed the field study in a training workshop of 30 participants. Our observations and derived best practices offer a reference for future NVMM programming techniques design. Toward that end, we propose a taxonomy of latest NVMM programming techniques and, accordingly, a set of paradigms that can reduce the risk of NVMM-specific bugs. The paradigms incorporate a minimal NVMM library interface design and a new design pattern inspired by the field study.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Emerging non-volatile memory (e.g., 3D XPoint [11], PCM [15, 22], STT-RAM [2, 14], ReRAM [1]) is both persistent and byte-addressable with access latency comparable to DRAM. Therefore, it provides a unique opportunity to merge main memory and secondary storage, and access persistent data directly with CPU load and store instructions. Such non-volatile main memory (NVMM) improves system performance and energy efficiency by granting direct and fast access to persistent data [5, 12, 18, 25, 26, 28].

Numerous software and hardware mechanisms have been proposed to manage data in NVMM [3, 5, 10, 13, 16, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 29]. The main goal of the mechanisms is to protect consistent data from being corrupted by a system crash, i.e., crash consistency.

Traditionally, such protection is realized by a filesystem or database, but with NVMM, programmers have to use a programming language or library to do so. As it turns out, however, the resulting NVMM programming approach is very error-prone, especially with object-oriented programming.

Most prior works focus on low-level mechanisms that protect crash consistency of NVMM data. However, it is unclear how well programmers can learn and adopt those allegedly easy-to-use protections in real world. Therefore, we carried out a field study to answer the question. Particularly, 30 participants are trained in a workshop to use a typical but simplified NVMM programming interface. Participants are required to write code for a programming problem during the workshop, and their code is collected for offline analysis. The results show that it is prone to introduce subtle bugs in NVMM programming: omitting necessary protection for NVMM data operations – referred to as lack of protection, and mixing volatile and non-volatile data in protection – referred to as over-protection. Those bugs can lead to data inconsistency issues in the case of a system crash. Worse still, popular object-oriented programming exacerbates the bug proneness because NVMM data operations are encapsulated and segmented by classes.

Based on the observations from the workshop, we follow two steps to build up a picture of future programmer-friendly NVMM programming techniques. First, we examine existing NVMM data protection mechanisms and their programming approaches. They are classified into four categories according to the protection granularity: access-level protection, code-block-level protection, object-level protection, and program-level protection. This taxonomy makes a base for further discussion of lack-of- and over-protection bugs.

Second, we propose programming paradigms for different categories of protection mechanisms so as to help programmers write correct NVMM programs in real-world projects. Particularly, for access-level protection, we design a new dichotomy design pattern that enforces principles for NVM allocation and access through two different roles of classes. For code-block-level protection where persistent transactions are employed, we design a minimal programming interface to shallow programmers’ learning curves and still prevent typical bugs we observed. For object-level protection, we compare the template approach adopted by Intel NVML [10] and the compiler approach that adds new language features. Both approaches are bug proof but have different advantages and disadvantages. For program-level protection, although it avoids the bugs under discussion, we articulate other programming constrains for properly using this type of protection. These constrains are not fully expressed in related papers.
As far as we know, this is the first work to study the challenge of programming applications over software/hardware NVMM systems. We contribute (1) observations from a training workshop for NVMM programming, (2) a taxonomy of crash consistency protection mechanisms for NVMM, and (3) programming paradigms to reduce NVMM-specific bugs, including a minimal transactional interface design and a new design pattern. Furthermore, we open source libptm, a library with the proposed transactional interface, at https://github.com/jingleiren/libptm. This project aims to use a one-page manual to articulate how to use the library, achieving real ease of use (In contrast, Intel NVML [10] has tens of manual pages). We expect our work to enable easier adoption of NVMM in real-world applications in future.

In the rest of the paper, we motivate our work in §2, review the workshop field study in §3, introduce the taxonomy in §4, and describe programming paradigms in §5.

2 MOTIVATION

NVMM-based systems enable a significant performance and energy gain as they bypass the traditional heavy-weight filesystems or databases [5, 12, 18, 25, 26, 28]. In order to guarantee crash consistency of updates to NVMM, prior works proposed various protection mechanisms [3, 5, 10, 13, 16, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 29]. Crash consistency means that an update is atomically done on NVMM data even if a system crash interrupts the update. From a programmer’s perspective, a key requirement of those mechanisms is that the program has to specify all NVMM accesses, in order to trigger proper protection. This is a unique requirement of programming for NVMM. Failure to fulfill the requirement may cause data inconsistency upon a system crash, leading to serious program errors and malfunction.

Moreover, adoption of NVMM in real-world projects will inevitably encounter object-oriented programming (OOP). According to the TIOBE index [24], mainstream OOP languages such as C++ easily take up a popularity share of over 50% in total. OOP complicates the above requirement as NVMM allocations and accesses become encapsulated and segmented. The inheritance and composition blur the placement of data, in either volatile or non-volatile memory. This largely increases the risk of misuse of the protection mechanisms.

In practice, how easy or hard is it for programmers to fulfill the requirement? In what way do programmers fail the fulfillment? What bugs give rise to such failure? To answer the questions in a real setting, we organized a NVMM programming workshop and conducted an in-depth field study of programmers using typical NVMM data protection mechanisms. Through the study, we identified two types of common bugs. To deal with the bugs, we classify NVMM data protection mechanisms and propose general programming paradigms based on our observations from the field study.

3 FIELD STUDY

Error-prone programming threatens the potential application of NVMM. In this section, we start with our NVMM programming workshop, a field study to expose the problem behind the error-proneness. Then, we analyze results of the field study and their implications.

3.1 Workshop Organization

We organized a NVMM programming workshop which attracted 30 student interns of Microsoft Research from ten universities in three countries to participate. They span from undergraduates to PhD students, and all have solid background in programming. In the two-hour workshop, we first introduced NVMM programming using a simplified syntax, and then gave participants a programming task (§3.2). Participants wrote the programs in paper and handed them in for offline analysis.

For brevity, the simplified syntax covers two main activities in NVMM programming, data allocation and access: (1) \texttt{nv\_new} is used to allocate data in NVMM, a counterpart of C++ \texttt{new}; (2) \texttt{\_\_nv(variables ...)( statements; ...)} is used to annotate a block of code lines that access certain variables in NVMM, and guarantee crash consistency of the variables as a whole. The access syntax is similar to a durable and atomic transaction (a.k.a. persistent transaction). Other trivial code such as NVMM configuration, management, zeroing and naming is all left out.

The syntax is decoupled from any specific NVMM system implementation. For example, Intel NVML [10] requires calling \\texttt{pmemobj\_tx\_add\_range()} on any NVMM data to modify, which is abstracted by the \texttt{\_\_nv(...)} annotation. No matter how a NVMM system is constructed, allocations and accesses are inevitable and essential. So, we trained participants with the focus on the inherent NVMM programming methodology.

3.2 Problem and Insight

We present a use scenario to participants and ask them to write a program using NVMM to realize the demanded functionality. To precisely define the demand, we hand out a regular DRAM program as an example of the expected program behavior. Therefore, the task can also be interpreted as converting a DRAM program to NVMM system for persistence.

3.2.1 Code Example. The scenario is to write a persistent counter of events. The example program is listed in Figure 1. A class \texttt{Counters} is defined to count the events through its function

```cpp
class Counters {
    int *counts;
    public:
    Counters(int n) { counts = new int[n]; } // get time now
    int Increase(int i) { return ++counts[i]; }
    // get time now
    TimedCounters : public Counters {
        time_t timestamp;
        public:
        TimedCounters(int n) : Counters(n) {
            time(timestmap); // get time now
        }
        time_t GetTime() { return timestamp; }
    };
    int main() {
        TimedCounters tc();
        cout << "Since " << tc.GetTime() << ": ";
        cout << tc.Increase(0) << endl;
    }
}
```

Figure 1: The C++ program used in our workshop. Participants’ task is to port it to NVMM.
After the workshop, we carefully examined all participants’ programs. Besides the above bug analysis, we draw three observations.

3.3 Observations
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3.3.2 Bugs. Now we analyze two typical erroneous programs written by participants. Using the above syntax, Figure 2 (a) shows a plausible design to fulfill the task. Suppose another developer reuses Counters and extends it by recording since when the counts are calculated. Then, we expect Counters to be inherited and extended with a timestamp, resulting in a new class TimedCounters.

Although the overall program seems to work, there is a tricky bug in it. TimedCounters inherits the pointer counts from Counters, and the pointer is finally allocated in NVMM by the main function (Line 29). Therefore, access to the pointer should be protected. However, assignment to the pointer in Counters (Line 5) is not protected. This can leave the pointer wild on a crash, because its value is not ensured to be persisted (e.g., it may still stay in CPU caches instead of having been flushed to NVMM). We refer to this type of bug as lack of protection.

Besides, Figure 2 (b) illustrates another type of bug, over-protection. Counters is the same as in (a). TimedCounters realizes persistence by directly putting the timestamp on NVMM. Since the main function does not allocate the TimedCounters object in NVMM, there is no lack-of-protection bug as in (a). However, the NVMM protection at Line 17 would wrongly apply to the pointer ptr_timestamp which is placed in DRAM. Such over-protection brings about a performance penalty as it runs unnecessary NVMM protection mechanisms, and threatens integrity of the mechanisms by mixing unexpected DRAM data into them. More importantly, this is a warning of problematic design and messy data placement. Even though certain NVMM systems can automatically filter DRAM accesses, such a warning should be avoided.

To identify those bugs, we have to go through multiple layers of classes. Suppose Counters is a third-party library. Readers may wonder whether the usage of the superclass Counters is safe or not. In theory, OOP promises to save our effort to know every detail of class internals. But the introduction of NVMM tends to invalidate the promise. We can see that such segmented view due to OOP complicates reasoning of NVMM programs. As a result, mismatch of data placement (DRAM vs. NVMM) and protection causes many bugs in NVMM programming.

In summary, lack of protection as shown in Figure 2 (a) and over-protection as shown in Figure 2 (b) can cause inconsistency or run-time errors. Applying OOP, a dominant programming paradigm, aggravates the issue, because objects hide implementation details while being open to extension [7]. OOP blurs where data members of a class/object are ultimately placed (DRAM vs. NVMM) and how they should be accessed.

Figure 2: Problematic programs with two typical bugs.
First, ad hoc design for individual classes is more error-prone than applying a general principle to all classes (principled design). In the field study, out of 13 correct programs, only 1 program persists Counters and TimedCounters in different ways. 87.5% programs following the ad hoc design are buggy. In contrast, only 45.5% programs following the principled design have bugs.

Second, participants put NVMM allocations in various places along the class hierarchy of the program, which drives different program designs and contributes to problematic ones. Figure 3 (a) shows the numbers of different allocation behaviors. 56.7% programs have NVM allocation in class definition; 20.0% have it in the main function; and the rest 23.3% have it in both class definition and the main function.

One concern is that the allocation behavior of the example DRAM program may influence participants’ choice. To shield the influence, we randomly hand out three versions of the DRAM program: Version A allocates data by new in only one class (i.e., Figure 1); B does in both classes; C does not do such allocation. Figure 3 shows composition of the three versions. We do not see remarkable influence of different versions on participants’ results.

![Placement of NVMM allocations.](image)

![Bugs in matching NVMM accesses with allocations.](image)

**Figure 3: Results of the field study.**

Third, the most challenging part of the problem is matching NVMM access protection with the NVMM allocation behavior – that confirms our insight and the focus of our work. Figure 3 (b) depicts distributes of two types of the mismatch: “Lack” refers to lack of protection; “Over” means over-protection; “Correct” is code without those bugs.

The above three observations lead to a guideline towards bug-proof NVMM programming: general principles have to be established to stipulate NVMM allocation and protection behaviors, especially in class composition and inheritance.

## 4 TAXONOMY OF PROTECTION

Since NVMM programming bugs are mostly due to misuse of crash consistency protection, a review of different protection mechanisms is the first step to address the bugs. We summarize existing protection mechanisms and classify them by the protection granularity, as follows.

### 4.1 Access-Level Protection

This low-level approach fully exposes the requirement of NVMM programming to programmers. That means a programmer has to specify every NVMM access. In addition, to express the crash consistency semantics (i.e., which updates constitute one atomic unit), a number of updates can be grouped into a transaction. The syntax `__nv ... { statements; ... }` used in §3 is a generic example of this category, where `variables...` specify all NVMM accesses in a transaction and `{ ... }` defines the scope of the transaction. More concretely, Intel NVML [10] includes a `libpmemobj` library to offer access-level protection.

### 4.2 Code-Block-Level Protection

To save programmers’ burden on annotating every NVMM access and make it less error-prone, a compiler can help do the work by automatically instrumenting CPU loads and stores within a transaction [8]. Mnemosyne [26] and log-structured NVMM [9], for example, leverage this approach. A programmer only need to specify a block of code as the transaction scope, and all memory accesses within the scope automatically trigger callbacks to the underlying NVMM system (note that DRAM accesses have to be filtered out). If we follow the syntax in §3, this approach is like using `__nv ... { statements; ... }` without the need to specify every NVMM access.

### 4.3 Object-Level Protection

The above approaches focus on data operations. Another approach is to specify objects to be persistent and automatically protect all accesses to those objects. Intel NVML [10] supports this by C++ bindings. NVML utilizes a template `p<>` which overwrites, for example, the assignment operator `=` so that all updates through assignment trigger protection. The template can be applied to basic data types (e.g., `int`) and a complex object can be made of basic ones. Different from NVML, NVL-C [6] requires programmers to specify non-volatile pointers and all referenced objects must be placed in NVMM.

More advanced compiler techniques even help automate the process of identifying persistent objects. NVMOVE [4] analyzes legacy source code of an application and help programmers identify classes that need to be persistent in NVMM if the code is ported to NVMM.

Another branch of work provides persistent data structures [25, 27], such as NV-tree. These data structures are internally protected, and the protection is transparent to programmers who never modify the data structures.

### 4.4 Program-Level Protection

This approach protects the whole program assuming that all objects locate in NVMM. Whole-system persistence (WSP) [19] and ThyNVM [23] are two representatives of this category. They are architecture designs to efficiently support persistence of the whole memory space. WSP flushes volatile CPU states using residual energy on a power outage; ThyNVM frequently generates checkpoints during execution time. They resume the program execution after a
to follow. Note that this approach does not rely on any changes to the compiler as required by code-block-level or object-level protection.

We divide classes around NVMM into two positions, *inner* and *outer*. Inner classes manage NVMM data, and outer classes use the managed data. This design pattern is named *dichotomy* because a class of one position is only allowed to be extended by a class of the same position. Such extension includes both inheritance and composition. Moreover, an inner class references another inner class by an instance of the predefined class *InnerPtr*. As for interaction between inner and outer classes, it is realized by another predefined class, *Creator*. Figure 4 presents an overview of the classes in the dichotomy design pattern. We elaborate them as follows.

1. Inner classes take the responsibility to protect accesses to NVMM data. They can safely assume all their objects are ultimately located in NVMM – this is an important assumption we maintain to ease programming and reduce bugs. The principle is that inner classes can only connect with other inner classes, by one of the following two ways. First, regular composition or inheritance. For example, in Figure 4, *InnerA* is composed of *InnerB* and inherits *InnerC*. Second, an *InnerPtr* object, if one inner class holds a persistent pointer to another inner class. For example, the buggy Line 5 of Figure 2 (a) contains such a pointer. It should be replaced by an *InnerPtr* object as defined in Figure 5 (a), which protects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>template &lt;class T&gt;</td>
<td><em>InnerPtr</em> protects pointer assignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>class InnerPtr {</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>T *pointer;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>public:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>T &amp;operator=(T *p) {</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>__nv(pointer) {</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>return pointer = p;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>T *operator-() {</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>__nv(pointer) {</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>return pointer;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>T &amp;operator[](int i) {</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>__nv(pointer[i]) {</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>return pointer[i];</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) *InnerPtr* protects pointer assignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>template &lt;class T&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>class Creator {</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>public:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>template &lt;class... Types&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>T &amp;operator() (Types... args) {</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>return nv_new T(args...);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) *Creator* enforces allocation of an object in NVMM.

Figure 5: Sample implementation of *InnerPtr* and *Creator*. *T* is a template to bind to any class or type; *args* are arbitrary arguments to pass to *nv_new*.
assignment to the pointer and prevents the lack-of-protection bug. In Figure 4, InnerC maintains a persistent pointer to InnerD by holding an instance of InnerPtr bound to InnerD.

2 Use of the inner classes is through Creator, which offers an interface for outer classes to instantiate inner classes. Figure 5 (b) shows a basic form of Creator. It ensures that the object of an inner class is allocated in NVMM, but the pointer to the object is not persistent (different from InnerPtr). In Figure 4, an instance of InnerA is created by Creator. We regard C++ main function as a special outer class.

Finally, we show in Figure 6 the correct NVMM program for our field study, applying the dichotomy design pattern. We can regard time_t, Counters and TimedCounters all as inner classes, so composition or inheritance among them are allowed. But a InnerPtr instance is required to reference counts that is allocated in NVMM (Line 29). Then, the main function uses TimedCounters, and instantiates it by a Creator object (Line 29).

```cpp
class Counters {
   InnerPtr<int> counts;
public:
    Counters(int n) {
        counts = nv_new int[n];
    }
    int Increase(int i) {
        __nv (counts[i]) {__nv (timestamp) {
            return ++counts[i];
        }
    }
};
class TimedCounters : public Counters {
    time_t timestamp;
public:
    TimedCounters(int n) : Counters(n) {
        __nv (timestamp) {
            time(&timestamp); // get time now
        }
    };
    time_t GetTime() {
        __nv (timestamp) {
            return timestamp;
        }
    }
};
class TimedCounters : public Counters {
    time_t timestamp;
public:
    TimedCounters(int n) : Counters(n) {
        __nv (timestamp) {
            time(&timestamp); // get time now
        }
    };
    time_t GetTime() {
        __nv (timestamp) {
            return timestamp;
        }
    }
};

int main() {
    Creator<TimedCounters> tc_creator;
    TimedCounters *tc = tc_creator();
    cout << "Since " << tc->GetTime() << ": ";
    cout << "end";
}
```

Figure 6: Correct program using the dichotomy design pattern.

Throughout this section, we keep to our simplified syntax to demonstrate the essence of the design pattern. But in practice, certain NVMM systems may involve additional operations, such as naming objects in NVMM, or retrieving a native pointer from a persistent pointer that contains extra metadata [5, 6, 10]. A favorable fact is that most those operations can be done in InnerPtr and Creator, hiding details from other classes.

Overall, the dichotomy design pattern for access-level protection mechanisms manages to assign classes to two exclusive positions and specify a coherent NVMM allocation and access principle accordingly. With the design pattern, programmers need not reason about ad hoc allocation or access protection behaviors among classes. Thus, our observations from the field study justify the effectiveness of such a programming paradigm in practical use.

5.2 Minimal Transaction Interface

The code-block-level protection assumes that the compiler instruments memory accesses and filters out those to volatile data. This capability not only saves programmers’ effort spent in manually annotating NVMM accesses, but also alleviates the over-protection issue. DRAM accesses automatically bypass the NVMM data protection even if they are annotated. This is a convenient feature in many cases and helps reduce the risk of writing problematic code.

While access-level-protection-based Intel NVML [10] entails tens of pages of a tutorial to introduce all sorts of its APIs, we set up a goal to design a minimal transaction API with code-block-level protection. It is minimal in the sense that only one-page manual is necessary to explain the usage of the interface. We specify the interface here, and open source a library prototype that works with the interface at https://github.com/persper/libnptm. The full interface of our library consists of three parts.

5.2.1 Allocation. NVMM data lives longer than processes. We assume it is managed by the operating system as files. But for one process, our library associates only a single data file with it. So, programmers call popen("data/file/path"), typically in the beginning of the program, to get started.

To allocate and give back DRAM areas, traditional programs call malloc/free in C or new/delete in C++. Our interface provides their counterparts for NVMM, pmalloc/pfree and pnew/pdelete, with similar semantics.

A key rationale that enables the simplicity of our interface is to map the NVMM region into a fixed virtual address for a certain process so that programs use native virtual addresses and pointers to reference NVMM data. Consequently, a simple popen call is enough to setup the mapping and all allocations return native virtual addresses, with little change to the current programming convention.

5.2.2 Naming. Our interface provides a way to assign a unique string ID to a NVMM data structure, so that the data is retrievable after the process starts over. Such an ID is referred to as a seed. Suppose a program stores a tree in NVMM, then the C++ code can go like Figure 7. Usually only a very small number of seed IDs are necessary, as most NVMM data is reachable from them. When you do not want a seed ID any longer, call pderegister("unique-id").

5.2.3 Annotation. We use a similar syntax to that in §3 for annotation. Figure 7 includes code snippets that show the way to annotate code blocks (Line 7 and below). Note that there is no need to manually annotate specific variables as the compiler does that automatically.

5.3 Beyond Bugs

Both object-level and program-level protection mechanisms inherently follow the guideline we derived from the field study observations (§3). Both categories of protection mechanisms are principally

1The current Linux kernel cannot guarantee this, but support of such a feature is viable considering the huge 64-bit address space. Our current library implements a best-effort mmap and can succeed in most cases.
in NVMM allocation and access, so they are defensive to lack-of-and over-protection bugs. However, they incur other constrains in programming. We discuss such guideline satisfaction and constrains to characterize the resulting programming paradigms.

5.3.1 Protection Bug Proof. Most object-level protection mechanisms incorporate internal control of NVMM access, so programmers only need to specify which objects to store in NVMM. Proper access protection is automatically added, and the program is correct as long as all necessary objects are made persistent. Other object-level protection with inference ability even does not bother programmers to choose (most) persistent objects.

Similarly, the program-level protection is software-transparent, so programmers even have no chance to make protection bugs. However, such a bug-proof feature of the two high levels of protection is not without a price.

5.3.2 Constrains. The internally-protected persistent data structures only open up predefined interfaces to programmers and are not composable. For example, multiple operations on such data structures cannot combine into one transaction. This largely limits their application and usability. Some compilers use reachability from known persistent objects to decide persistence of other objects. This method may enlarge the persistence scope and cover unintended objects. Both false positive and false negative cases are encountered in such source code analysis tools [4].

The program-level protection mechanisms have two constrains. First, they typically manage only memory data but hardly preserve the states of network cards and other devices. That means the resumed program may encounter I/O errors. To ensure crash consistency of such systems, programmers have to carefully test error/exception handling paths so that the persistent data remains in a correct state when the execution falls into those rare paths.

Second, the resumed program may diverge from what have actually happened, due to indeterminism introduced by concurrency. As long as it does not resume from an instant immediately before the crash, the programs has to ensure that concerned NVMM writes are deterministic or that the indeterminism is benign. One benign case is when writes to disjoint areas can be reordered. Another benign case is to have no user-perceived effects on the program behavior. The program can implement such a logic that user requests are acknowledged only after persistence of NVMM data is ensured (e.g., by waiting until a NVMM checkpoint has been made). This approach follows the external synchrony model [20].

6 CONCLUSION

This paper reports our experiences and observations in a NVMM programming workshop, which acts as a field study of programmers writing code for NVMM. We find two types of NVMM-specific bugs, factors contributing to the bugs, and a guideline to avoid them. Furthermore, we define a four-class taxonomy of existing NVMM programming techniques that protect NVMM data at different levels. We share our thoughts on recommended programming paradigms for every class. Among them, the dichotomy design pattern and the minimal NVMM library interface are useful to both future NVMM programmers and NVMM programming technique developers.
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